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Abstract

The implementation of modern roundabouts in the U.S. began in the 1990s. Since then U.S. researchers and practitioners have
increasingly debated which capacity estimation method(s) are most suited to U.S. conditions. Capacity research continues in the
US, as it has for the past 50 years in some other countries.
Recent independent capacity research on saturated roundabouts is providing increasing support for the transferability of the U.K.
empirical capacity model to US conditions. This model derives capacity from detailed geometry, with six geometric parameters
per leg. The wide range of all the geometric parameter encompasses entire spectrum of modern Roundabout design. This
paper provides a synthesis of the development of the UK empirical model and reviews recent US research and data collection,
comparing HCM 2010 calibration and validation and the transferability of the UK geometric capacity model to the US.

History of U.K. Capacity Estimation

Methods of Capacity Measurement

• First circular intersections appeared in Paris, New York, and London more than a century ago

Entry capacity for a given geometry, observed at different sites, produces a capacity distribution. The mean
of this distribution is estimated by the empirical model. Capacity observation at a single roundabout is only
a random, unknown position on the capacity distribution. Until the capacity of sufficient number of similar
roundabouts is observed, the mean capacity is unknown and single observations are not sufficient for calibration etc.

• Modern roundabouts are smaller but have greater capacity than early traffic circle designs
• 1940s: U.S. Bureau of Public Roads state practical capacity of “rotaries” was 3000 VPH; U.K. Had
circles carrying 8000 VPH
• 1956: First yield-controlled roundabouts implemented in U.K.; made standard in 1966 taking first step
toward ‘modern’ roundabouts
• Previous capacity models no longer applicable; Older U.K. Roundabouts approaching their design year
provide saturated conditions for analysis
• Gap mechanisms initially analyzed: found to considerably overestimate capacity at low circulating flows
and underestimate capacity at high circulating flows
• Late 70s: Major research performed by TRRL to establish a unified capacity model; 11,500 minutes of
film from 86 saturated roundabouts analyzed
• Gap mechanisms found to fade as drivers accept smaller gaps at higher saturation and force gaps
under saturated conditions; Research objectives change towards an empirically derived capacity model
• Through a series of experiments on test tracks an empirically devised capacity model is developed
based on 6 geometric parameters
• Empirical capacity equation achieves an r2 of .78 (independent variables explain 78% of variation in
entry capacity)
• Between site variation leaves standard error of 200 vehicles per hour; empirical model produces a
mean capacity line
• 1992: follow up experiments confirm accuracy of empirical equation

• U.K. Research defined saturated conditions as an approach or multiple approaches with sustained
queuing lasting at least 5 minutes
• Most U.S. Roundabouts do not reach saturated capacity levels; those that do seem to confirm U.K.
Capacity estimation models

The 2010 HCM roundabout capacity equation was derived from directly measured
capacity data collected in the early 2000’s. A non-linear (negative exponential) regression
line was fitted to the data. The 2010 HCM recommends local calibration of the capacity
models to reflect local driving behavior. It specifies a calibration procedure using the
observed critical headway and the observed follow-up headway.4 The Intercept and
exponential coefficient can then be adjusted using the gap parameters.
A primary concern with the gap based calibration procedures even when done rigorously
is that the ‘calibration’ only applies to the specific geometry and flows on the observed
roundabouts. Therefore application of the gaps to the wide variation in geometrics that
occur in roundabout design will not accurately capture these wide variations of capacity
effects that occur with differing geometrics. When flow and/or geometry changes, so will
the gaps, therefore the model will only be calibrated to the roundabouts the gaps were
measured on. The practice of calibrating the HCM model with measured gaps and then
using this to model other roundabouts with different flows and geometry is therefore
spurious.
Photo of Dowling Road roundabout. Source: Google Earth

“Comparison of Field Data, Linear Regression Model, and Overall Calibrated HCM Model for All Sites” (Wei and Grenard, 2012)5

1. Direct Capacity Measurement

The study identified other difficulties with the HCM gap based calibration procedure including:

Capacity is measured directly by repeatedly counting entering traffic and circulating traffic under ‘at capacity’ conditions, typically for 1 or 2 minute intervals. The line or curve of capacity against circulating flow is
derived by regression. This method avoids any theoretical assumptions about driver behavior, by directly
observing driver behavior under fully saturated conditions.

• The cost and difficulty of collecting enough data to analyze the critical headway.

The graph in Figure 3 below compares the field values of measured capacity with the UK empirical
model. They also found that the slope of the predicted regression line provided a very good match
with the field data. If calibration were needed this would only require a small change to the intercept
as the slope is robust.

Data shown below is from a capacity study conducted by the University of Wisconsin - Madison.
This data shows that the U.K. empirical capacity model calculations are within 3-5% of the field
measured capacity data of the saturated, at-capacity approach that was studied.7

• The critical headway and the follow-up headway vary among the three study roundabouts, and even among the
approaches at the same roundabout.
• The impact of the exiting traffic on the critical headway and the follow-up headway was qualitatively identified in
this research. More research is needed in order to quantify the impact of the exiting traffic on the gap acceptance
parameters and possibly incorporate the exiting traffic into the roundabout capacity model.

2. Indirect Capacity Measurement

As mentioned above, the Volume/Capacity Ratio increases, the gap parameters reduce and then fade and
are replaced by several other capacity mechanisms, including drivers modifying their headway due to encroaching entering vehicles, gap forcing, priority reversal and merging.

In a study conducted by the University of Alaska – Fairbanks (UAF) that compared predicted
roundabout capacities using a software program that uses the UK empirical model with observed
saturation capacity reported the UK linear regression model estimated capacity closer to the field
values than the gap based models.6

Photo of De Pere, Wisconsin roundabout. Source: Google Earth

• When the gap acceptance data for all approaches are combined, if one approach has much more data than other
approaches, this approach will have bigger impact on the average values and subsequent calibration of the HCM
model.

Direct capacity measurement will yield the most accurate results for a given intersection, but only if the entry is operating at genuinely “at-capacity” conditions. A large sample of data is necessary in order to determine the slopes and distribution of the regression lines, especially data for very low and very high circulating flows.

The entry capacity / circulating flow graph can also be estimated indirectly by measuring gaps and using
them to calculate capacity using theoretical equations. Indirect capacity estimation depends on the assumption that capacity is purely a gap acceptance mechanism. This allows for ‘capacity’ to be estimated
from gap measurements at non saturated conditions. However, as flow increase, the same methods estimates a higher ‘capacity’. The Gap acceptance capacity is the estimated capacity under the prevailing conditions. As these conditions change, so does the ‘capacity’.

Case Study 2

• Calibration requires saturated capacity data from a sufficient number of
sites to find the mean capacity line and the standard error.1

There are two common methods for capacity measurement:

• U.K. Capacity estimation methods are often assumed to not be applicable to U.S. Drivers due to
differences in vehicle size and familiarity with roundabouts
• Proper capacity research of saturated roundabouts required in U.S.

• All capacity models estimate mean capacity of a population of identical
geometries with standard error of +/- 200 cars per hour.

A recent U.S. case study “Calibration and Validation of HCM 2010 for Single-Lane Roundabouts” (Wei and Grenard, 2012)
used the HCM 2010 calibration procedure. In the study Wei and Grenard report that “Further adjustment of the calibrated
HCM model is likely needed” and a “linear regression method provides a better fit to their collected data”. The researchers
conclude “Further adjustment of the calibrated HCM model is needed”.

Case Study 1
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Driver Behavior and Capacity

Effective Geometry Examples

The following example illustrates driver behavior related to Capacity
Derivation for Roundabouts:
• Staggering/”Zippering”
• Doubling Up
• Flared Entries
Conditions necessary to motivate drivers to zipper and double up:

Validation
Few U.S. roundabouts have reached saturation capacity and most capacity measurements have been on
non-saturated roundabouts, consequently under-measuring capacity. However, data collected from a few
fully saturated U.S. roundabouts have capacities compatible with the UK empirical model.

• Delay/Saturation
• Traffic Distribution that provides an advantage to utilize available
roadway geometry
• Geometry that allows for the movements

Flared Entry Example

Roundabouts are not homogenous:
• Different Geometry Produces Different Capacities
• Single Lane Designs (compact to larger)
• Multi-Lane
• Can have different capacities for each entry based on differing entry
geometry
• Understanding of the above Improves safety, operations, and
feasibility
• Place capacity at intersections / reduce cross sections, structure
widths, add ped bike, facilities in extra width

Linear regression line fit to collected field data from “Performance Analysis of the Dowling Lane Roundabouts in Anchorage, Alaska” (Lee, Alaska University
Transportation Center, 2010)6

Conclusions

Roundabout Examples
Low Capacity Single Lane

EB Approach with Linear regression line fit to collected field data from “Comprehensive Evaluation of Wisconsin Roundabouts” (Zheng, Chitturi, Bill, and Noyce,
University of Wisconsin - TOPS Lab, 2011)7

High Capacity Single Lane

Compact Multi Lane

Large Multi Lane

More research and data on US saturated roundabout capacity is needed over a wide range of traffic flows and geometry. To this end, a recent study proposal was
initiated by FHWA called “Accelerating Roundabout Implementation in the US”, and is aimed at the evaluation of key issues including saturation capacity.
It has become increasingly obvious that measuring ‘capacity’ at non-saturated roundabouts is counter-productive, leading to significant misleading underestimation
of capacity. However, at a few US roundabouts operating at saturation capacity, observed capacity has been much higher – in fact very similar to UK capacities.
Under-measuring capacity is a real danger, but over measuring direct saturation capacity is not possible.
As US drivers become more use to roundabouts they will become more assertive as VC ratios increase and even saturation capacity may increase. (Rural traffic
signals have lower capacity than those in a major city. However, rural drivers who transfer to the city quickly learn to drive at the higher City capacity as the
circumstances necessitate. Roundabout drivers also change as circumstances necessitate.)
The HCM 2010 will continue to evolve as research progresses. The HCM discusses its limitations and refers to alternative capacity methodologies that address
these limitations.

Kölnstraße and Comesstraße Street

County Highway G and Paradise Drive

State Highway 83 and U.S. 18

Interstate 43 and Moorland Road

• 85’ ICD
• Perpendicular Entries, Small R, High Entry Angle

• 140’ ICD
• Curvelinear Entries, Large R, Low Entry Angle

• 125’ ICD
• Flared Two-Lane Entries, Auxiliary Lanes

• 255’ ICD
• Three-Lane Entries

Brühl, Germany

West Bend, Wisconsin

Waukesha, Wisconsin

New Berlin, Wisconsin

On-going research will allow for further comparisons, between observed US saturation capacities and various capacity models, including more developed models
from other countries with a longer roundabout history. This will test both US models and the transferability of foreign models to the US.

